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5. Reinforcement Learning (RL)

2. Non-Uniform Compressed Sensing

 Goal: Achieving adaptive non-uniform compressed
sensing (NCS) for time-varying signals by designing
optimal sensing pattern at each time step.

 Approach: Reinforcement Learning (RL) and LSTM.

 Main characteristics of RL-NCS
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✔ Learns the dynamic nature of a compressed sensing
system.

✔Adaptively designs the measurement matrix such
that the coefficients in the region of interest (ROI)
are recovered with higher accuracy

✔Has the flexibility to choose from different sensing
mechanisms where each mechanism designs the
measurement matrix in a specific way
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7. Results and Analysis

 Dataset: All the samples in the dataset are being
created using Markov Chain method.

Compressed sensing: To under sample and retrieve a 

sparse signal x.
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 Importance level of each signal coefficients needs to be
determined.

 Adaptive design of the measurement matrix needs to be
achieved.

 ROI coefficients needs to be reconstructed with less
error.

 A time-varying compressed sensing network (e.g.
Wireless Sensor Network) is formulated as a RL
environment.

 An agent will choose the suitable mechanism for
inference.

 The state and reward for the agent comes from the
compressed sensing network.

Figure: A non-uniform compressed sensing system.

Figure: Adaptive time varying Non-uniform Compressed Sensing System

❖ Long Short-Term memory (LSTM): shows
effectiveness at finding the time correlation in a
sequence of signals. So, LSTM can be used for predicting
the next step ROI (Importance level).

❖ Direct: For slowly changing signals, we can keep the ROI
same for next step.

❖ Decision Problem: we need to take a decision which
mechanism should we choose to determine the next
step ROI.

❖ Solution: Reinforcement Learning.

Figure: Reinforcement Learning Framework.

6. Details of RL-NCS Architecture
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3. Adaptive NCS

A system where region of interest (ROI) changes over time.

A time varying 
network or system 

(e.g. Video, WSN etc.)
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Figure: Operations that take place inside the CS environment.

Figure: Complete RL-NCS Architecture
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8. Discussion
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Figure: Performance evaluation (for sparse signal in the canonical basis) 
of RL-NCS in comparison with uniform and Bayesian method. 
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Figure: Performance evaluation (for sparse signal in DCT domain) at 
different fault rate and number of measurements.

Agent Objective: Determine whether the environment is
changing fast or slow and act based on that. LSTM
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Why RL?

One action 
cannot give the 
best result for 

every scenario.

An agent needs 
to choose the 

right action for 
each scenario.
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Reconstruction algorithm: l1-minimization.
Performance Metric: Time-averaged normalized

Mean Square Error (TNMSE).
Important Simulation Parameters:

Figure: Markov Chain with defined transition probabilities.

RL-NCS has 
performance gain 
up to 11 dB 
over uniform CS.

ROI coefficients
are reconstructed
with less error
compared to non-
ROI coefficients.

Lower number of
measurements
does not affect the
performance of
RL-NCS when it
comes to the ROI
coefficients.
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4. Mechanisms for Inference


